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THIS WEEK’S HIGHLIGHTS
READINGStory- What About Me p.28
Skills- Sequence of events is the order in

which things happen in a story—what
happens first, next, and last. Picturing
the story in your mind as you read may
help you remember the order of events.
MATHCh. 1 Place Value-This chapter will

remind the students that there are
different ways to write numbers. They
will also be learning how to find patterns
on a hundreds chart and how to line
numbers up in their correct place value.
Ex. For the number 230- there are 2
hundreds, 3 tens, and 0 ones. They will
begin to round this week as well.

-Shop Online: scholastic.com/readingclub
One-Time Class Activation Code: GZRYL
Encouraging reading is one of the most important things we can do to help your
child succeed. It can be tough finding the right books to keep them interested,
which is why I am so excited that our class will be participating in Scholastic
Reading Club this school year. Each month, your child will bring home Reading
Club flyers. Together you can choose from books hand-selected by teachers and
experts, and then order online or send your order form and payment to me.
Thank you for your support,






VISIT scholastic.com/readingclub
ENTER the one-time Class Activation Code (top of this letter)
SHOP from a carefully curated selection of the best books and value
packs
SUBMIT your order and earn FREE Books for our classroom
All book orders will be shipped to our classroom so we can celebrate
the joy of reading together!
 Mrs. Muzzarelli 

WHAT YOU COULD DO AT HOME:

Reading At Home Activity: Think about one of your skills. Are
you a good helper in preparing dinner? Can you change your
own bicycle tire? Take turns explaining the steps needed to do
the task correctly in the order in which they must occur.

LANGUAGESubject and Predicate & Fables- A

sentence tells a complete idea with a
subject and predicate. A subject tells
who or what the sentence is about. A
predicate tells what the subject is or
does. Students will read examples of
Fables and write one of their own.
SCIENCE/S.S.Daily Science & Geography, Lesson 1 How
Living Things are Alike- Students will

work on their Daily S and G packets at
school or at home. They can turn in their
work as soon as they finish, but it is not
due until Friday. Students will start the
first lesson in the Science book.

Math At Home Activity: Travel Talk Have your child look for
signs and billboards with numbers to 1,000. Ask: What is this
number rounded to the nearest ten? or hundred?

See Other Side for Vocabulary and Spelling Lists

Dates to Remember
Monday, September 7th
Labor Day-No School
Monday, September 14th
Book Fair

TURN THE PAGE

Reading Vocabulary Words

Math Vocabulary Words

Knowing the meaning of these words is
important to reading What About Me.
Practice using these words to learn their
meanings.

place value: the value given to a digit by its
place in a number.. 7 is in the thousands
place in this number: 7,568
round: to change the value of a number to
one that is easier to work with 6,871 rounded
to the nearest hundred is 6,900

Carpenter- a person who builds and
repairs houses and other things made of
wood

expanded form: The representation of a
number as a sum that shows the value of
each digit. Example: 536 is written as 500 +
30 + 6

carpetmaker- a person who makes carpets
knowledge- an understanding that is
gained through experience or study
marketplace- a place where food and other
products are bought and sold

standard form: The usual way of writing a
number that shows only its digits, no words.
Example: 23, 596, 5,012

merchant- a person whose business is
buying goods and selling them for a profit

word form: The form of a number that uses
written words. Example: 2,423 is written as
two thousand, four hundred twenty-three

plenty- more than enough of something
straying- wandering or lost
thread- very thin cord used in sewing and
in weaving cloth

Spelling Words
pennies

inches

plants

families

bodies

glasses

wishes

pockets

lists

copies

parties

bunches

crashes

supplies

pencils

Challenge
accidents

libraries

mysteries

carpenters

merchants

